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FLOOR TO CEILING
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Column style enclosures for large format 
screens in free standing, floor-fixed and floor 
to ceiling versions. Custom options available 
including transparent screens with display 
cabinet and multi-screens. Coloured and 
Branded versions also available. Ideal for 
indoor digital signage.

Our Special Projects Design department has 
been engaged in the ongoing development 
of these units and can produce conceptual 
and production versions for many varied 
applications. Standard versions shown here. 
For custom projects, please see page 6 for a 
past project or call us on +44 (0)1865 767676 
to discuss.
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FREE-STANDING & BOLT DOWN

Q Single or back-to-back displays

Q	Easy to assemble and install

Q Wide choice of screen options

Q Laminated glass option

Q Polycarbonate screen cover option

Q Wide choice of mounting options 

Q Analytic Camera mount option

Q POS shelf options available

Q Space for players and PCs

Q Branding options available

Q	Colours in Sinterflex black or white

Q Other colour finishes available

Q Rapid turnaround on all orders
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Freestanding Kiosk Screen Size Order Code Order Code

40 - 49 KTC4FS KTC4FSB
50 - 59 KTC5FS Single Sided KTC5FSB Back to Back
60 - 69 KTC6FS KTC6FSB
70 - 79 KTC7FS KTC7FSB

Bolt Down Kiosk Screen Size Order Code Order Code

40 - 49 KTC4BD KTC4BDB
50 - 59 KTC5BD Single Sided KTC5BDB Back to Back
60 - 69 KTC6BD KTC6BDB
70 - 79 KTC7BD KTC7BDB

Floor to Ceiling Screen Size Order Code Order Code

40 - 49 KTC4FC KTC4FCB
50 - 59 KTC5FC Single Sided KTC5FCB Back to Back
60 - 69 KTC6FC KTC6FCB
70 - 79 KTC7FC KTC7FCB

Freestanding Totem Screen Size Order Code Order Code

40 - 49 KTC4FST KTC4FSTB
50 - 59 KTC5FST Single Sided KTC5FSTB Back to Back
60 - 69 KTC6FST KTC6FSTB
70 - 79 KTC7FST KTC7FSTB

Bolt Down Totem Screen Size Order Code Order Code

40 - 49 KTC4BDT KTC4BDTB
50 - 59 KTC5BDT Single Sided KTC5BDTB Back to Back
60 - 69 KTC6BDT KTC6BDTB
70 - 79 KTC7BDT KTC7BDTB
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PRODUCT DETAILS

Sizes:
Typically suits screen sizes between 40-75”. 
For larger screen sizes, please call
+44 (0)1865 767676 to discuss.

Weight:
60kg MAX.

Finishes:
Casing and kiosks available in black or 
white as standard. Other colour options, 
please get in touch via +44 (0)1865 767676.

Options:
Available in single or double sided.

PRICING

All prices are subject to VAT.

For all Custom Projects, please call
+44 (0)1865 767676 for a quote.

Quotes are subject to change.

Prices quoted are ex-works as all housings 
are despatched by dedicated courier or 
collected.
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WALL MOUNTED

Typically
15-70”
screens

5mm thick, clear, anti-shatter screen with a metal bezel provides a durable front cover for screens.

Landscape and portrait versions are available that attach to a wall. 

Anti-reflective screens also available.

We can supply bespoke versions in branded colours including logos – please call for details.

Landscape wall mounted 
 (Screen mount included with these units)

 Order Code        

PCL5     Wall mounted - 15” to 32” 
PCL7     Wall mounted - 33” to 57” 
PCL8    Wall mounted - 58” to 70” 

 
Anti-reflective screen – additional price 
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SPECIFICATIONS / DIMENSIONS

 

 

FLOOR TO CEILING FLOOR MOUNTED

FLOOR MOUNTED WITH SHELVING AND TRANSPARENT SCREEN 
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The examples shown can 
be modified to customer 
requirements including 
colour branding and the 
application of logos. 

Typically
40-75”
screens

60kg
MAX
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When Vodafone wanted to refurbish their stores across the UK 
they contacted Fujitsu Services to specify the AV installation. The 
concept was to have one or two 46inch screens, portrait mounted, 
with a profile as slim as possible and placed in the window ‘goal 
post’ style. Fujitsu invited UNICOL to meet with Vodafone to 
discuss how this could be achieved and found the following; 
the ‘goal post’ columns had to be in stainless steel to match the 
door furniture and the mounting metalwork and screen or screen 
housing needed to be in white. NEC had already been chosen 
to supply MultiSync P461 or X461HB (High Bright) displays and 
because they only came in black it was assumed that the display 
would be placed in a white enclosure.

Whilst it was recognized that a high-bright display was the only 
option in a window that could be drenched in sunlight, to place it 
in an enclosure would drastically increase the risk of overheating. 
The inclusion of fans / air conditioning to reduce this risk would 
increase the cost, increase the profile depth and physical size 
of the installation. Mindful of the brief and thinking outside the 
box UNICOL suggested spraying the screens white, which would 
solve the overheating issues and meet the specification. The 
only drawback was that the displays needed  to be dismantled 
to spray them, which would invalidate the warranty. Speaking to 
NEC it was agreed that the screens would be shipped from NEC’s 
repair facility where the necessary panels would be removed and 
shipped to UNICOL’s wet spraying plant; the white displays would 
then be rebuilt and shipped to the various sites for installation.

With these obstacles removed it was then a matter of ensuring the 
display mounting method was as slim as possible and that the rear 
of the screen was covered so that customers in the store would see 
Vodafone branding. The design was signed off and included a rear 
screen cover that could have a mag-strip branded poster placed 
on it, which ensured that the installation could easily be kept fresh 
and in line with the store style.

With the experience of rolling out Tesco TV, UNICOL insisted on 
site surveys to be carried out well in advance of installation. As 
most stores across the country are built differently, it was essential 
to have time to choose the right installation items for each store. 
Also the correct standard lengths of stainless steel columns had 
to be ordered in, cut, drilled and holed. UNICOL were able to store 
and dispatch all of the goods from their warehouse. This was 
managed by a dedicated team and became a very efficient way of 
ensuring the right kit was delivered on time to the right store with 
the manager of that store being on hand to accept the delivery.

FOR ALL CUSTOM PROJECTS, PLEASE CALL +49(0)9131 9405 800



T: +49(0)9131 9405 800
E: info@unicol.de
W: www.unicol.de Years in Europe


